CLOTHES SWAPPING MEETS NETFLIX
WORK & LIFESTYLE
We’ve covered a few examples of businesses that allow consumers to buy, sell, rent and
trade used clothing, including OURthreads and Closet Inﬁnite. Providing a slightly diﬀ erent twist on
the notion, however, is thredUP, which uses a Netﬂix-like model with prepaid envelopes to help
users swap the clothes they don’t wear for some they will. Currently focusing just on shirts, thredUP
is free to join. Users begin by setting up a virtual closet to keep track of the clothes they’d like to
exchange, using descriptions of the brands, sizes, colours and patterns—no photos are required.
Users also tell thredUP what they’d like to get in exchange, including the brands, sizes and styles
they prefer. Next, members purchase prepaid envelopes—a special oﬀ er currently has a package of
three half-priced at USD 12.50. thredUP then looks for good matches in the virtual closets of other
members to ﬁnd items that might be suitable. It sends them one such item for each envelope
they’ve purchased, along with an address to send one of their own items to. The result, as the site
puts it: “out with old-to-you, in with new-to-you.” If the recipient of an item likes it, they simply keep
it; otherwise, they list it as an item they’d like to trade. Members can assign each other “stylie”
points as tokens of appreciation for particularly nice items received, and those are redeemable for
free stuﬀ on thredUP along with qualifying them for special promotions. Billed as “a refresh button
for your closet,” Massachusetts-based thredUP plans eventually to expand beyond just shirts to
include all clothing items, including kids’ clothes. It also plans to sell targeted advertising and to begin
oﬀ ering premium services for better matching precision, according to a report on Vator.tv. In the
meantime, thredUP already ties in nicely with the sellsumer trend, giving recession-weary consumers
a way to make the most of what they have. One to try out—or get involved in? (Related: IKEA
organizes furniture swap — Amazon trades gift cards for used video games.) Spotted by:
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